Abstract. Loose Legendrian n-submanifolds, n ≥ 2, were introduced in [1] and proved to be flexible in the h-principle sense: any two loose Legendrian submanifolds that are formally Legendrian isotopic are also actually Legendrian isotopic. Legendrian contact homology is a Floer theoretic invariant that associates a differential graded algebra (DGA) to a Legendrian submanifold. The DGA of a loose Legendrian submanifold is trivial. We show that the converse is not true by constructing nonloose Legendrian n-spheres in standard contact (2n + 1)-space, n ≥ 2, with trivial DGA.
Introduction
Let Y be a contact (2n + 1)-manifold and Λ ⊂ Y a Legendrian submanifold. Let R 2n+1 st denote R 2n+1 with the standard contact structure given by the kernel of the contact 1-form, dz − y · dx, where y · dx = n j=1 y j dx j for standard coordinates (x, y) = (x 1 , y 1 , . . . , x n , y n ) on R 2n and where z is a linear coordinate on R. If q ∈ Y then Darboux's theorem shows that q has a neighborhood in Y contactomorphic to a neighborhood of the origin in R 2n+1 st . If furthermore q ∈ Λ then the Darboux chart can be chosen so that Λ corresponds to the intersection of the neighborhood of the origin with the subspace {y = 0, z = 0}.
Loose Legendrian submanifolds were introduced by Murphy in [1] and are characterized by the following local model. A loose chart (B 0 , ∆ 0 ) is a topological ball B 0 around the origin in R 2n+1 st with a certain embedded Legendrian disk ∆ 0 ⊂ B 0 , see Appendix A for details. A Legendrian submanifold Λ ⊂ Y is called loose if there is a point q ∈ Λ and a loose chart ψ : (B 0 , ∆ 0 ) → (Y, Λ) where ψ is a contact embedding with ψ(0) = q, see Figure 8 .
Murphy showed that loose Legendrian submanifolds are flexible in the h-principle sense [1, Theorem 1.2] , meaning the following. Two Legendrian submanifolds are called formally Legendrian isotopic if they are isotopic as smooth submanifolds through an isotopy that can be covered by a homotopy of injective linear maps from the tangent spaces of the submanifold to the tangent spaces of the ambient contact manifold such that the image is everywhere an isotropic subspace. The flexibility result then states that two loose Legendrian submanifolds that are formally isotopic are also actually Legendrian isotopic, i.e. there is a continuous 1-parameter family of Legendrian submanifolds connecting them.
Legendrian contact homology is a Floer homological theory associated to Legendrian submanifolds. It is a part of Symplectic Field Theory [2] and is defined as follows. To a Legendrian submanifold Λ ⊂ Y one associates a differential graded algebra (DGA) A Λ . The generators of the algebra are Reeb chords, i.e. flow lines of the Reeb vector field determined by the contact form on Y , that begins and ends on Λ, and closed Reeb orbits. The differential in the DGA counts holomorphic curves in the symplectization R × Y of Y with Lagrangian boundary condition R × Λ. These curves are either disks with one positive boundary puncture where the disk is asymptotic to a Reeb chord and with several negative boundary and interior punctures where the disk is asymptotic to chords and orbits, respectively, or they are spheres with one positive and several negative interior punctures with orbit asymptotics.
In the present paper we will consider DGAs only for Legendrian submanifolds of R 2n+1 st . Here the situation simplifies since there are no closed orbits and since a generic compact Legendrian submanifold has only finitely many chords. The foundations of the theory in this situation were worked out in [3, 4, 5] . Furthermore, in this case the rigid holomorphic disks of the differential admit descriptions in terms of Morse flow trees which make the DGA rather computable, see [6] .
It is not hard to show that the DGA of a loose Legendrian submanifold is trivial, i.e. that the unit in the algebra is a boundary: in the loose chart one finds after isotopy an arbitrarily short Reeb chord c with dc = 1, see [7, Proposition 4.8] . In view of this it is natural to ask whether triviality of the DGA of a Legendrian submanifold implies looseness. Our main result shows that this is not the case. More precisely we have the following. Theorem 1.1. For every n ≥ 2, there is a Legendrian n-sphere Λ ⊂ R 2n+1 st such that the Legendrian DGA of Λ is trivial but Λ is not loose.
Loose Legendrian submanifolds can also be characterized by being stabilizations of other Legendrian submanifolds, see [1, . From this point of view, Theorem 1.1 should be compared to [8] which shows that there are Legendrian knots in R 3 st with trivial DGA that are not stabilizations.
We prove Theorem 1.1 as follows. First, elaborating on results from [9, 10] , we find a Legendrian (n − 1)-sphere Σ ⊂ R and W Mo 1 . We also consider the Legendrian spheres Λ j , j = 0, 1 constructed exactly as Λ but using instead the same filling W Mo j on both sides. To prove that Λ fulfills the requirements of Theorem 1.1, we calculate the DGAs of Λ and of Λ j , j = 0, 1, using flow tree methods developed in [6, 12] . The computations show that Λ has trivial DGA whereas Λ j , j = 0, 1 has non-trivial DGA. We then assume that there is a loose chart for the sphere Λ. By employing contact lifts of three Hamiltonian isotopies of R 2n st , we show that the loose chart can be moved sufficiently far away from the intersection of Λ with an -neighborhood of one of the half spaces of R 2n st times R, that we can alter one of the halves W Mo i of Λ by cut and paste in the complement of the loose chart, changing it to a copy of W Mo j , i = j. This would then give a loose chart for Λ j which contradicts our DGA calculation.
The construction used in the proof of Theorem 1.1 has independent interest. For example, given any Legendrian submanifold Σ of R with Reeb chords in natural one to one correspondence with the Reeb chords of Σ and with DGA where all holomorphic disks contributing to the differential have at most one negative puncture and the DGA itself is simply the tensor algebra on the singular homology of W . This thus gives a large class of Legendrian submanifolds with simple DGAs and it would be interesting to understand how their Legendrian isotopy classes depend on Σ and W .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we construct Legendrian (n − 1)-spheres with two distinct Lagrangian disk fillings and compute their augmentation maps and the DGAs of the Legendrian n-spheres constructed from the fillings as described above. In Section 3 we then prove Theorem 1.1.
Legendrian knots and Lagrangian fillings
In this section we construct Legendrian submanifolds from Lagrangian cobordisms and compute the associated DGAs. We first study the case of Legendrian 1-knots and Lagrangian surfaces and then explain how to transport the results obtained into higher dimension.
2.1. Gluing Morse cobordisms of dimension 2. Let K ⊂ R 3 st be a Legendrian knot that bounds an exact Lagrangian surface F in the symplectization R × R 3 st of R 3 st . In [11] , a Morse cobordism F Mo in R 4 st was associated to F as follows. Let (x 1 , y 1 , x 2 , y 2 ) be coordinates on R 4 st with the standard symplectic form −d(y 1 dx 1 + y 2 dx 2 ) and recall that the symplectic form on the symplectization R × R 3 st is d(e t α), where α is the contact form dz − ydx on R 3 st . For fixed T > 0, the maps
are exact symplectomorphisms that take the slice {t = T } in the symplectization to the hyperplane {x 2 = −1} in R 4 st . Furthermore, if the Lagrangian surface F is a cylinder on a Legendrian knot K around the slice t = T then its image is a conical Lagrangian surface in R 4 st , which means that its front, i.e. its projection to the subspace {y = 0} which generically is a singular surface that determines the Legendrian via the equations y j = ∂z ∂x j , is the front of the Legendrian knot in the (x 1 , z)-plane scaled by a monotonically increasing function h(x 2 ) = x 2 + (e T + 1) near
st ) ∩ F and assume that F is cylindrical on the knot K for t > T − 1. The Morse cobordism F Mo is now constructed by continuing the front of ψ T (F T ) as a cylinder on the front of K scaled by a monotone function h(x 2 ) extending x 2 − (e T + 1) over −1 ≤ x 2 ≤ 0 and having a Morse maximum at x 2 = 0, see Figure 1 and [11, Section 2.3] for more details.
Note that the only double points of F Mo lies in {x 2 = 0} and correspond naturally to the Reeb chords of K and that y 2 = 0 along F Mo ∩ {x 2 = 0}.
Consider the image of F Mo under the reflection
and note that this is also an immersed Lagrangian surface lying in the half space of R 4 st where x 2 ≥ 0. We write F Mo+ for this surface and F Mo− for the original Morse cobordism, where the sign indicates the sign of the x 2 -coordinate in the half space where the Lagrangian surface lies.
Consider two exact Lagrangian fillings F and G of K. Since the two corresponding Morse cobordisms agree near {x 2 = 0} the two Lagrangian surfaces F Mo− and G Mo+ glue together to a smooth exact immersed Lagrangian surface F Mo− ∪ ∂ G Mo+ which topologically is obtained by gluing the two surfaces along their common boundary corresponding to K. We denote the Legendrian lift of
st by Λ(F, G).
2.2.
Background on DGAs and cobordism maps. We first give a brief description of the contact homology algebras that we will use, referring to [3, 4] for details. Let Λ ⊂ R 2n+1 st be a Legendrian submanifold. We write A Λ for the DGA of Λ. The generators of the algebra A Λ are the Reeb chords of Λ, which in R 2n+1 st are simply line segments parallel to the z-axis that begin and end on Λ. We assume that Λ is generic so that there are only finitely many Reeb chords. Furthermore we assume that the Maslov class of Λ vanishes in which case the algebra A Λ has an integer grading where generators c are graded by a Maslov index |c|. In this paper our main concern is Legendrian spheres in higher dimension and we will consider the algebra A Λ as an algebra over Z. (In general, it is possible to refine this and consider coefficients in the group ring of the second relative homology.)
The differential in A Λ is defined through a holomorphic curve count in the symplectization of R 2n+1 st , which is the exact symplectic manifold R × R 2n+1 st with symplectic form d(e t α), where t is a coordinate in the R-factor and where α = dz − y · dx is the contact form on R with Lagrangian boundary condition R × Λ and with the following characteristics:
-one positive puncture where the disk is asymptotic to the Reeb chord strip R × a at +∞; -m negative punctures where the disk is asymptotic to R × b j at −∞, for j = 1, . . . , m, in the order determined by the boundary orientation of the disk.
These disks are holomorphic with respect to an almost complex structure on R×R 2n+1 st that splits as a complex structure on the contact planes compatible with the exterior derivative of the contact form and a complex structure that intertwines the R-direction and the Reeb vector field. With such an almost complex structure the holomorphic disks can be translated along the R factor and the formal dimension of a moduli space as described is
By compactness properties of holomorphic disks, see [13] , the sum in the definition of the differential is for generic data a finite sum of points with signs. The orientation of the moduli spaces is induced from a gluing compatible system of orientations on determinant bundles over configuration spaces for holomorphic disks, that in turn requires a choice of a spin structure on Λ, see [5] .
Remark 2.1. For the class of almost complex structures on the contact planes in R 2n+1 st that are invariant under the Reeb flow, there is a straightforward relation between the moduli spaces of holomorphic disks in the symplectization as described above and the moduli spaces of their projections to R 2n st , see [14] . In [4, 3] , the whole theory was described in terms of projected disks.
Consider next an exact Lagrangian submanifold L in R×R 2n+1 st of Maslov class 0 that agrees with the Lagrangian cone R × Λ in {t > T }, for some T > 0. We say that such an L is an exact Lagrangian filling of Λ. There is a chain map Φ L : A Λ → Z, where Z lies in degree 0 and has the trivial differential, see e.g. [11] ,
The chain map Φ L is defined on generators as follows.
where M(a) denotes the oriented moduli space of holomorphic disks with positive puncture at the Reeb chord a and with boundary on L, which under the condition |a| = 0 is a compact oriented 0-manifold for generic data.
Remark 2.2. In [11] the chain maps were studied only as maps over Z 2 . Here we will mainly be interested in the holomorphic disks with boundary on the corresponding Morse cobordism and for the corresponding Lagrangian boundary condition, orientations of moduli spaces of disks with one positive puncture are defined in [5] . We use the corresponding signs in the cobordism map.
2.3. The DGA of glued Morse cobordisms in dimension 2. Let K be a knot in R 3 st and let F be an oriented exact Lagrangian filling of K. In [11] it was shown that there is a natural one to one correspondence between rigid holomorphic disks on F (for a certain almost complex structure) and rigid Morse flow trees determined by F Mo . There these trees were then counted modulo 2 here we will count them with signs induced from a compatible orientations on determinant bundles. In fact we will not be interested in specific sign computations, only the existence of signs, i.e. of a coherent system of gluing compatible orientations on index bundles, will matter.
Our next result computes the DGA A Λ(F,G) in terms of the DGA A K of K and the cobordism maps Φ F and Φ G . Recall that the Reeb chords of Λ(F, G) are in natural one to one correspondence with the Reeb chords of K. If c is a Reeb chord of K then we writeĉ for the corresponding Reeb chord of Λ(F, G). Note that |ĉ| = |c| + 1, see [7, Lemma 3.4] . Similarly, we write d for the differential on A K andd for the differential on A Λ(F,G) . Lemma 2.3. The differentiald on A Λ(F,G) satisfies the following. For any Reeb chordĉ we havê
where Ω Φ F ;Φ G (1) = 0 and for a monomial c 1 c 2 . . . c m , m ≥ 1,
Proof. The differential of A Λ(F,G) can be calculated in terms of Morse flow trees by [6] and the rigid Morse flow trees of F Mo and G Mo similarly give the cobordism maps Φ F and Φ G . The proof of (2.1) is then directly analogous to [11, . We give an overview of this argument that calculates the differential using the techniques of [12, Sections 4 and 5] . The first thing to note then is that the Legendrian Λ(F, G) is degenerate since all the Reeb chords are aligned, see Figure 2 . In order to carry out the required flow tree count one needs to perturb out of this situation. Although possible to describe in principle, see [12, Section 4] , geometric perturbations can however, because they involve contributions from higher dimensional moduli spaces, give rather unpleasant algebraic formulas. To overcome that problem so called abstract flow trees were introduced in [12, Section 5] , and shown to give a differential homotopic to the flow tree differential that in turn gives the DGA by [6] .
The starting point for the calculation in terms of abstract flow trees is a situation where the maximum slice is flattened and the front scaling function is constant over a whole interval, see Figure 2 . Then the flow trees come in 1-parameter families parameterized by the x 2 -coordinate. The abstractly perturbed flow trees are then easy to describe: they are lifted flow trees perturbed slightly out of the {x 2 = const} slices by a function on the boundary of the parameterizing disk that increases as we go along the boundary starting from the positive puncture. In particular, the values of the evaluation maps at punctures are ordered in the x 2 -direction along the Bott-manifolds according to their order starting from the positive puncture.
The differential is then computed as follows: the only way to rigidify a abstractly perturbed flow tree is that one (and only one because of the ordering condition) of its negative punctures get stuck at a Reeb chord in the middle. By the choice of perturbations punctures before the one that gets stuck fall off to the left and must continue as a tree in the Morse cobordisms and those after goes analogously to the right, see Figure 2 . The disks without negative punctures arise similarly when the initial flow tree is constant. , which is then well defined up to translation along the R-axis.
Furthermore, a filling W induces a chain map Φ W : A Σ → Z and Lemma 2.3 describing A Λ(V,W ) in terms of Φ V and Φ W holds. To show this one would need to develop the necessary Morse-Bott theory for holomorphic disks or extend the flow tree results of [6, 12] to more complicated front singularities than cusp edges and swallow tails. The author believes that both these approaches work. Here we will however not use these approaches to get the examples needed to prove Theorem 1.1. Rather we will restrict attention to certain special Legendrian submanifolds and Lagrangian fillings constructed from the 2-dimensional case and compute the DGA using a direct flow tree approach in these examples where all front singularities are as in the 2-dimensional case so that the flow tree results of [6] can be applied directly. We describe these constructions next.
Let K ⊂ R 3 st be a knot and consider its front. Consider also a Legendrian arc corresponding to half of the front of the unknot. The connect sum of the arc and K gives a Legendrian arc γ with front as shown in Figure 3 . Proof. See Figure 3 .
We next consider the following spinning construction. Consider S n−1 ⊂ R n and let ξ be a coordinate on S n−1 . Let (x(t), y(t), z(t)) be a parameterization of γ. Consider polar coordinates (t, ξ) ∈ S n and define Σ K as the Legendrian embedding given by τ K where
Lemma 2.5. The Reeb chords of Σ K are Morse-Bott degenerate and are as follows. One central Reeb chord a of grading n, one S n−1 -family of Reeb chords S b corresponding to the connect sum Reeb chord b, and one S n−1 -family S c for each Reeb chord c of K. After perturbation we thus get two chordsĉ andč for each family S c with |ĉ| − (n − 1) = |č| = |c|, and two chordsb andb from S b with |b| = 0 and |b| = n − 1.
Proof. Immediate from the construction.
Assume next that the knot K bounds an exact Lagrangian surface F . As above we we consider F as sitting in a half space of R 2n st . We next use F to construct an exact Lagrangian filling of Σ K with the following topology. Consider the (n + 1)-ball B and a collar neighborhood of an (n − 1)-sphere S in the boundary ∂B. Consider also a collar neighborhood of the (n − 1)-sphere S n−1 × {p} ⊂ S n−1 × F , where p ∈ ∂F = K. Identifying the two collar neighborhoods as in handle attachment we obtain a new manifold W F with boundary ∂W F ≈ S n . Note also that if F is a 2-disk then W F is a disk as well.
Lemma 2.6. The Legendrian sphere Σ K bounds an exact Lagrangian embedding of W F .
Proof. First remove the Reeb chord family S b using the natural S n−1 -family of saddle cobordisms that first shrinks the chords in S b and then removes them, see [11, Section 6 .5] and also Section 3.1 below. This gives a cobordism from Σ K to a disjoint union of the standard Legendrian sphere and the product K × S n−1 . Continuing the cobordism by filling the sphere with a Lagrangian disk and K ×S n−1 by F ×S n−1 gives the desired cobordism.
Consider now a 1-dimensional knot K with Lagrangian surface fillings F and G. Then we construct the Legendrian submanifolds Λ(W G , W F ). Proof. Consider the Morse cobordism constructed from the Lagrangian with S n−1 -symmetry as above and the flow trees it determines. It is clear that there are two rigid flow trees with positive puncture atb and no negative puncture and that these cancel in the differential. In fact, there are two S n−1 -families of such trees corresponding to the initial saddle cobordisms and after perturbation one disk in each family remains and the two contribute with opposite signs exactly as in the 2-dimensional case. Similarly, for any rigid tree with only one positive puncture in the Morse cobordisms with boundary K there are S n−1 -families of corresponding trees on Λ(W G , W F ), after perturbation one disk in each family remains.
Consider now a slightly perturbed version of Λ(F, G) with generic Reeb chords, two in each S n−1 -family. As the perturbation is turned off the limit of a flow tree with only one positive puncture must contain a flow line in Reeb chord manifold and a flow tree with only one positive puncture emanating from its end. It follows that such a configuration is rigid only if the flow line is constant and we conclude that the trees described above account for all trees contributing to the constant term in the differential after perturbation. To see this first note that there is an S n−1 family of disks from a to S b as well as two families of disks with positive puncture only at b. Finally, there are the S n−1 families of strips and one punctured disks of F and G.
Non-loose Legendrian spheres
In this section we first describe a specific Legendrian knot K in R 3 st which has two Lagrangian disk fillings that induce distinct augmentations. We then prove that the associated Legendrian n-spheres, n ≥ 2, are in fact not loose. It should be mentioned that the knot K is by no means unique with the property of supporting disk fillings with different augmentations. Other Legendrian knots with this property similarly lead to examples of non-loose Legendrian n-spheres with trivial DGA. How the Legendrian isotopy class of the resulting Legendrian spheres depends on the knots and the fillings is presently unknown.
A Legendrian knot with two disk fillings.
Consider the the Legendrian knot K in Figure 4 . This knot belongs to the isotopy class 9 46 and its Lagrangian disk fillings are described in [9, 10] . Let c 0 and c 1 be the Reeb chords of K as shown in Figure 4 . We use the notion of saddle cobordism from [11] : this is an elementary cobordism which topologically corresponds to attaching a 1-handle and geometrically corresponds to shrinking and removing a Reeb chord. In [11, Section 6.5] the cobordism map of a special type of saddle cobordisms were calculated. This class of saddle cobordisms were called simple and are characterized by the following property. Let c be the Reeb chord of K that shrinks, then any holomorphic disk with boundary on K, with one positive puncture at some Reeb chord b = c, k ≥ 2 positive punctures at c, and any number of negative punctures have formal dimension > k. Lemma 3.1. There exists two simple Lagrangian saddle cobordisms C 0 and C 1 with positive end at the knot K and negative end at a 2-component Legendrian unlink. Furthermore, with notation as in Figure 4 , the Reeb chords c j of K satisfy |c j | = 0, j = 0, 1, dc j = 0, and the chain maps of the cobordisms satisfy
Proof. It is straightforward to check that c 0 and c 1 are both contractible. In particular they can be chosen shorter than all other Reeb chords and hence by Stokes theorem dc j = 0, j = 0, 1.
To rule out disks with more than two positive punctures at c j and only one other positive puncture we note that the boundary of such a disk must come in towards the puncture along the lower branch at c j . Following the boundary of such a disk backwards from c j , we see that it must turn at a positive puncture (otherwise the disk would go out into the exterior of the knot digram which would contradict the maximum principle). Thus any disk with more than two positive punctures at c j has more than two other positive punctures and the cobordism is simple. It then follows from the proof of [11, Proposition 6 .17] that the chain map for the elementary saddle cobordism satisfies the equation as claimed.
To see that the negative ends of the cobordisms are as stated we refer to Let C j be one of the cobordisms in Lemma 3.1. Pick a Legendrian isotopy from the unlink at the negative end of C j to the standard unlink on two components. As explained in [11] this isotopy gives an exact Lagrangian cylinder that gives a chain map to the algebra of the unlink. Then cap the components of the unlink by two standard Lagrangian disks that in turn give trivial chain maps to the ground ring Z. Writing F j for the Lagrangian disk constructed by gluing these cobordisms we have the following: Lemma 3.2. With Reeb chord notation as above, the chain maps Φ F j , j = 0, 1 satisfy
Proof. For i = j this is a consequence of Lemma 3.1. To see that Φ F i (c j ) = 0 if i = j, we note that c j is mixed chord of the two component unlink (i.e. its endpoints belong to different components) at the negative end of C i and that F i − C i is a two component Lagrangian filling with disk components. Hence the moduli of disks with positive puncture at c j and boundary on F i − C i is empty for topological reasons. It follows that
Furthermore, the linearized contact homology of K with respect to the augmentation induced by C j is zero except in degree 1 where it has rank 1, reflecting the topology of the disk. See [11, Section 7 and Theorem 7.2] for the definition of and necessary result on linearized contact homology.
Lifts of Hamiltonian isotopies and symplectic neighborhoods.
In this section we include a short discussion on lifts of symplectic data in R 2n st to contact data in R 2n+1 st . The material presented is certainly well known. We include it to prepare for the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Contact lifts of Hamiltonian isotopies.
We start by describing the lift of a Hamiltonian isotopy to a contact isotopy. Consider an exact symplectic manifold P with symplectic form ω = −dθ and the associated contact manifold P ×R with contact from dz −θ. Our main example is R 2n st with θ = y ·dx and R 2n+1 st , but we will use the construction in more general situations as well.
Let H : P → R be a Hamiltonian function. The Hamiltonian vector field of H is the vector field defined by the equation:
where ι Z denotes contraction with the vector field Z. We find in particular that
, where L Z denotes the Lie derivative along the vector field Z, and it follows that the flow of X H preserves ω.
Consider now the lift V of the vector field X H to P × R given by
where we write X H for the vector field on P × R that maps to X H in P and has ∂ z -component equal to 0. Then with α = dz − θ:
Thus the flow of V preserves the contact form. We call V the contact lift of the Hamiltonian vector field X H .
Contact lifts of symplectic neighborhoods of Lagrangian submanifolds.
Second, we consider contact lifts of a standard neighborhood of a Lagrangian submanifold L ⊂ R 2n . We will apply this result in the case when L is a disk. Moser's lemma implies that there is a neighborhood of L in R 2n that is symplectomorphic to a neighborhood of the 0-section in the cotangent bundle T * L of L with its standard symplectic form −d(p · dq). In other words there is a map ψ : D * L → R 2n , defined in a disk bundle neighborhood of the 0-section and agreeing with the inclusion along the 0-section, such that
. It follows that the 1-form ψ * (y · dx) − p · dq is closed and vanishes along the 0-section. By homotopy invariance of de Rham cohomology it then follows that there exists a function h :
so that Ψ intertwines the standard contact form on R . Then the z-coordinate alongL is a function on L which satisfies dz = y · dx. In particular since p = 0 along the 0-section in D * L we find that z = h + C, where C is some constant, along L.
3.2.3.
Contact lifts of symplectic neighborhoods of isotropic arcs. Finally, we consider similar results starting from an arc γ ⊂ R 2n st , rather than from a Lagrangian submanifold. Since γ is 1-dimensional it is automatically isotropic. It has an isotropic lift to R 2n+1 st as follows. If γ(t), t ∈ [0, ] is a parameterization of γ then define the z-coordinate of its liftγ at t as
Consider next a small neighborhood U of γ of the form
st , where B 2n−2 is the standard ball in R 2n−2 st and where ψ| [0, ]×0×0 is a parameterization of γ. Using Moser's trick we find that we can choose this neighborhood with coordinates (t, s; u, v) ∈ R 2 × R 2n−2 so that
where dx ∧ dy is the standard symplectic form on R 2n and du ∧ dv is the symplectic form on R 2n−2 st . As above, we then get a contact neighborhood U × R of γ × R parameterized by (ψ, z) where
Here ζ is the R-coordinate in U × R, with contact form dζ − (sdt + v · du), and dh = ψ * (y · dx) − (sdt + v · du). In particular, h(t, 0, 0, 0) = z(t), see (3.2) , and for > 0 small enough
To see this note that the coordinate chart has bounded derivative, hence, using dh = ψ * (y · dx) − (sdt + v · du), we find
and the result follows.
3.3. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let K be the Legendrian knot in Figure 4 with exact disk fillings F 0 and F 1 , see Lemma 3.2. For n > 2, consider the Legendrian n-spheres Σ K , see Lemma 2.5 with corresponding fillings . To unify notation we let Σ K = K and W i = F i for n = 2. It follows from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.7 that the DGA A Λ(W i ,W j ) is trivial if and only if i = j. We next prove the following result which is more specific than Theorem 1.1 and from which the latter then follows immediately. , Λ) be a loose chart for Λ. Since ψ(∆ 0 ) ⊂ Λ is an embedded disk there exists a point ξ in one of the hemispheres of Λ in the complement of ψ(∆ 0 ), and hence also in the complement of ψ(B 0 ) by the definition of a loose chart. Assume for definiteness that ξ ∈ W 1 and consider the Reeb axis {ξ} × R through it. We claim that we can contact isotope ψ by an isotopy through loose charts that is fixed on ∆ 0 and ends with a loose chart that is disjoint from the Reeb axis {ξ} × R.
To see this we note that the complement of ψ(B 0 ) in R 2n+1 st is connected and that, by compactness, the projection of ψ(B 0 ) to R 2n st lies inside some finite ball D. Hence we can find an isotropic path γ in R 2n+1 st in the complement of ψ(B 0 ) connecting ξ to a point which projects outside the finite ball D. Furthermore, by general position this path can be chosen so that its projection into R 2n st is embedded and does not intersect the projection of Λ except at the endpoint ξ. We can then find coordinates on R 2n st in a neighborhood V of the projection of this path of the form
where we use notation as in Section 3.2.3: > 0 is small, B 2n−2 is the standard symplectic (2n − 2)-ball of radius , and the symplectic form on R 2n st corresponds to dt ∧ ds + du ∧ dv. Furthermore, the isotropic path corresponds to {0 ≤ t ≤ ; s = 0; u = 0; v = 0} and the Lagrangian around ξ to {t = 0; v = 0}. As explained in Section 3.2.3, the lift of this coordinate chart to R 2n+1 st is a coordinate chart V × R → R 2n st × R with the coordinates along R 2n st as above and with the remaining coordinate given by
where h(t, 0, 0, 0) is the z-coordinate along the isotropic path and where, provided the neighborhood is chosen small enough,
Consider the Hamiltonian H supported in V and given by
where the factors have the following properties:
, and 
Note that the time flow of X H shifts ξ to the endpoint of the projection of the isotropic path γ and that the time contact lift Z of the flow of X H pushes a small part of Λ along γ. By the estimates of the z-coordinates of the coordinate change (3.3) and of the flow (3.4), we find that Z (Λ) lies in a small neighborhood of Λ ∪ γ and hence ψ(B 0 ) is a loose chart of Z (Λ), see Figure 6 . It follows that Z − (ψ(B 0 )) is a loose chart for Λ and
For simplicity we change notation and write ψ instead of Z − • ψ. The two disks of Λ(W 0 , W 1 ) lie in two half spaces of R 2n+1 st separated by the hyperplane x n = 0. Consider the Lagrangian disk L which is the projection of the intersection of Λ with the half space {x n ≥ δ} for small δ > 0. We can parameterize a small neighborhood of L by symplectic coordinates (q, p) in a disk bundle neighborhood D * L of the 0-section in the cotangent bundle of L and extend this to a contact isomorphism, see Section 3.2.2.
Consider the Hamiltonian on D * L given by H(q, p) = φ(|q|)ψ(|p|)q · p,
where, for small > 0, φ = 1 outside an 2 -neighborhood of the boundary ∂L and φ = 0 inside an -neighborhood of ∂L, and where ψ is a similar cut off function in the fiber directions, equal to 1 near the center and 0 near the ξ ξ Figure 6 . Pushing a small part of Λ around ξ along an isotropic path.
boundary. Consider the corresponding Hamiltonian vector field X H , and let V denote the corresponding contact lift (see Section 3.2.1):
The time t flow Z t of V is a contactomorphism, that leaves the Legendrian lift of L invariant since H, θ(X H ), and the p-component of X H all vanish along L. Furthermore, Z t fixes a neighborhood of the boundary of D * L × R and hence we can extend it by the identity to all of R 2n+1 st
. Denote the corresponding flow of R 2n+1 st by Z t still. Since the Hamiltonian flow along the disk L pushes radially away from its center eventually spreading any little disk around the origin over the complement of the 2 -neighborhood of the boundary, it is clear that there exists a (possibly large) T > 0 such that the projection of Z T (ψ(B 0 )) to R 2n st is disjoint from the complement of a small neighborhood of the boundary of L. For example, by taking T > 0 sufficiently large we can make Z T (ψ(B 0 )) disjoint from the intersection L 1 of Λ with the half space {x 2 ≥ 2δ} provided δ. Fix such a T > 0. Note that ψ (B 0 ) = Z T (ψ(B 0 )) is a loose chart for Λ. Let U ⊂ U be small nested tubular neighborhoods of L 1 such that the projection of ψ (B 0 ) is disjoint from U . Fix a Hamiltonian function H : R 2n st → R with the following properties.
• H = 0 in U ∪ {x 2 ≤ δ}, Let V denote the contact lift of the Hamiltonian vector field of H. Again the flow of V leaves Λ invariant. Furthermore, since the projection of ψ (B 0 ) is disjoint from U the flow of H shifts the intersection of ψ (B 0 ) with {x 2 ≥ 2δ} in the z-direction with unit speed. In particular, by flowing for sufficiently large time we find for any M > 0 a loose chart ψ M (B 0 ) for Λ whose intersection with {x 2 ≥ 2δ} lies in the region {z ≥ M }. This however leads to a contradiction as follows.
Cut Λ along {x 2 = 2δ}, remove L 1 ⊂ W 1 , and insert instead a corresponding piece L 0 ⊂ W 0 . The lift of the resulting exact Lagrangian sphere is then Λ = Λ(W 0 , W 0 ). Since L 0 is compact its Legendrian lift is bounded in the z-direction and thus for M > 0, ψ M (B 0 ) is a loose chart for Λ which contradicts Lemmas 2.3 and 2.7.
Appendix A. Definition of loose chart For completeness, we include a definition of loose chart, and refer to [1] for more information. Let γ be the Legendrian arc in U a ⊂ R 3 st shown in Figure 8 , where U a = (x 0 , y 0 , z) ∈ R 3 : − 
